The concept of a learning object (LO) has spread quickly without a very specific universal definition, and though born originally from the idea of object oriented design, with a goal of providing high levels of reusability for digital learning resources, it is being developed generally without reference to the ideals of the object oriented design paradigm. This has resulted in challenges to reusability and interoperability. We therefore present a theory of learning objects (including OOGLOM -Object Oriented Generic Learning Object Model). We develop UML models to illustrate OOGLOM as well as illustrate how it provides interoperability.
Introduction
Digital learning material was originally introduced as large monolithic pieces of data, mainly with the intent of facilitating access across internetworks 1 including the Internet. More recently developers saw reuse as an important goal and the concept of a learning object (LO) was then introduced as a major research and development area. While many definitions abound the IEEE LOM draft standard [LTS02] defines a learning object as "any entity, digital or non-digital, that may be used for learning, education or training ". LOs were intended to bring with their use, the ability to represent learning material in discrete, small, independent pieces which could be used and reused in various situations with other pieces of learning material. This idea was well used in the software engineering world in the context of modular design and programming and more importantly object oriented design and programming. Unfortunately the most popular definition for learning objects given by the IEEE LTSC [LTS02] is a very broad one which did very little to specify what digital material should be considered learning objects and which ones were not. In fact the definition is noted by several authors as being so broad that it excludes no entity in the Universe [Wil02] , [DH03] , [SH04] .
This has had a negative impact on the interoperability and general reusability of learning objects in that it has led generally to the development of several different definitions and models of learning objects. These various models find different ways of dealing with the various challenges for the environment and instructional approach of institutions for which the models were designed. Such models designed for specific environments, have been coined Implementation Specific/Organization Specific (IS/OS) models [AM09] . According to [Wil02] the main goal of learning objects is the provision of discrete chunks of searchable and reusable pieces of digital learning material. Throughout the literature it is well documented that meeting this goal is difficult [AB05, Tom05, Lib05] . We have also noted that not much attention has been paid to the issue of object orientation in the search for a definition and clarity of the concept of learning objects. However it is our opinion that object orientation is important factor, as it is the main basis upon which one can reasonably anticipate achieving reusability and interoperability from objectifying e-learning content. The entities often regarded as learning objects by the vast majority of models are simply e-learning content in the form of documents, videos images or combinations of these. They generally take no advantage of the reusability features generally available when using object technology.
In section 2 we highlight some of the challenges to the goal of learning object reuse that have arisen as a result of the lack of a precise well defined theory of learning objects. We highlight how these challenges are handled in a variety of popular learning object models in section 3 and indicate the weaknesses and strengths of these models. We then present a theory of learning objects (including our Object Oriented Generic Learning Object Model (OOGLOM))in section 4, which overcomes these challenges (discussed in section 2) and increases the reusability of learning objects by providing common base classes from which we believe any learning object model may be developed. The existence of this common base model based on object orientation presents a powerful platform for learning object reuse.
Challenges to the Goal of Learning Object Reusability
The use of a very broad definition of learning objects has resulted in the absence of a well defined theory of learning objects, which has in turn resulted in a variety of interpretations of what learning objects actually are, their characteristics, components and size among other issues. To highlight the need for a theory of learning objects, we have selected and discussed in this section a few challenges to reuse that have arisen. We use an example throughout the section to highlight these challenges.
Example
In this example we consider learning objects based on the definition mentioned in the introduction. A teacher wishes to create a lesson ( a learning object ) from learning objects currently available in a repository. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the teacher will create the learning object and add to the repository. The teacher may retrieve existing learning objects from the repository and utilize them in the creation of the Journal of Object Technology, vol. 9, no. 6, 2010 new learning object. This new learning object is then made available via the internet to learners. Let us assume the lesson to be created is on making Chicken Pasta Ahola -a special (fictitious) italian entree. Let us also assume that the repository contains a wide variety of learning objects on various subjects, but that our teacher has found and selected six learning objects to be used for creating the new learning object. The main characteristics of the six learning objects are specified in 
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Finding an appropriate level of granularity
Our teacher is interested in LO2 because it deals with kitchen preparation. LO2 is a PDF file which covers a variety of issues in kitchen preparation -such as selecting pots, ingredients, organizing, and cleaning. Our teacher is specifically interested in selecting pots for cooking spaghetti and tomato sauce. This presents a challenge for the teacher who has a difficult time reusing such a large learning object, not all of which is needed. If the LO is actually made up of smaller independent LOs these would be easier to reuse. She could instead retrieve that small learning object that covers her specific interest. This is the generally accepted rule in software engineering and also learning object development and use. This would require the developers of the existing LOs to have defined the LOs in terms o small self contained LOs. How would they know how small the small LOs should be?
The granularity of learning objects has been defined as the size of learning objects [WGR00] . Because the idea behind learning objects is making learning material much smaller than they had been traditionally, the question arises as to how small is small enough? Typically it is understood that as the grain size of learning objects decrease (i.e. increased granularity) reusability increases (that is the learning object can be more easily used in a variety of contexts) while reuse value decreases. The decrease in reuse value is mainly due to the fact that in general the smaller the objects get, the less contextual or meaningful they often become. Developers therefore face the challenge of developing learning objects that meet an appropriate level of both reuse value and reusability. According to [SM02] , this occurs at the intersection of these two concepts. This however does not give a very specific answer to the problem. In fact the solution to this problem is complicated by the fact there are different approaches to measuring learning object granularity. This gives rise to our second challenge to learning object reuse discussed below. In general organizations often allow the grain size(s) to be determined by the needs of the given organization [TY05] , thus often limiting the opportunities for flexible reuse beyond that organization [Dod02] .
Determining a measure of learning object granularity
As discussed in the previous section, the issue of LO granularity speaks to the size of the LO. There remains however the question of how to define the size of a LO. In [WGR00] it is argued that there are two main approaches to measuring granularity. One school of thought called a media-centric approach is that LO size is determined by the size of the media. Using this approach, the largest of our six LOs would be LO5. A second approach is to use the nature of the content to determine the size of the LO. In [Wil02] a taxonomy of LOs is proposed based on the notion that granularity ought to be based on LO content complexity. Using this second approach, LO5 would no longer be the largest, infact it would be one of the smallest LOs of the six. Without a consistent measure of LO granularity, what is considered a small and (therefore reusable) LO in one model and thus system may be considered quite large in another. This has significant implications for reuse and interoperability of LOs [Dod02] .
Many incompatible models
Owing to the fact that various institutions develop their own means of defining appropriate granularity as well as their own means of characterising what is a LO and what is not, there are several models of LOs in terms of taxonomies and component architectures. These models are not necessarily compatible with each other thus limiting the level of reuse of LOs from one institution to another. In our very simple example there are various file types representing LOs. One of the most evident forms of incompatibility is illustrated here. How can we compose new LOs from existing ones when we have various standards for the format or media type of a LO? We need standards to define their interfaces for interoperability with each other and with the systems that they will be utilized in.
Reusability of extracted LOs
In our example let us assume that the teacher wishes to extract some sections from LO6, the PDF file on Italian Cooking. If the sections, tables and figures are labelled she will need to find a way to replace these labels with labels that are appropriate for the new usage context. She will also need ensure that references embedded in the text such as "in the previous section" or "see the example in section 6" are removed or appropriately updated. Furthermore the given sections may bundle assessment together with instruction and our teacher may only be interested in the instruction. Depending on the way in which these are presented in the document it may be quite hard to extract instruction on cooking macaroni and cheese from the assessment associated with it or even from the assessment related to cooking "chicken alfredo".
One of the main goals in learning object reuse is the idea that one would be able to decompose a large learning object and reuse its constituent smaller parts. The challenge is that: 1. A constituent smaller part may be reusable in terms of its actual content but there may be difficulty in ease of reuse because of inherent interdependencies between it and its original context. This is difficult to solve because learning material characteristically will include references to other parts within it.
2.
A constituent learning object may be very difficult to reuse because it covers multiple concepts or learning activities that a user may not necessarily wish to reuse together. South and Monson in [SM02] suggest and we agree that a learning object should cover no more than one concept. Other literature such as [L'A01] suggest similar approach and define a single learning object in the NETg model to include a single learning objective, an activity and an assessment. How easily can the three components in the latter be used independently?
The lack of a single approach to handling decomposition affects reusability. Our Theory of learning objects presented in section 4 resolves these challenges by enforcing some simple criteria in how we define learning objects, their granularity and composition/decomposition.
Reusability in Popular Learning Object Models
In this section we examine the content models of popular learning object systems. Each of these models represent an alternate way of handling the challenges posed in section 2. We examine them in order to see how the challenges may be handled and the strengths and weaknesses of various approaches.
The Learnativity Content Model
Wagner in [Wag02] cites the following taxonomy upon which the Learnativity Content Model is built. The Learnativity Content Model presents five aggregation levels. These are:
• Content assets: Content assets include raw data such as photographs, audio and video files and applets.
• Information objects: Information objects represent the most granular form of content. There are various types of information objects including Concepts, Facts, Procedures etc.
• Learning objects: Learning Objects are formed by assembling a collection of relevant information objects to teach a common job task on a single enabling learning objective.
• Learning components: Learning objects can be bundled into larger entities known as learning components such as Lessons and Courses.
• Learning environment: When Learning Components are wrapped with additional functionality such as communication tools, peer-to-peer computing and other practice-specific support those entities are called Learning environments.
The learnativity model is arguably flexible in that it forms the basis for organisation specific plans that extend the architecture for content. It also according to Wagner helps to visualize the relationship beteen granularity and reusability. Verbert and Duval in [VD04] question the rationale behind the restriction to three levels of aggregation of learning objects (note that the first two levels are not learning objects in that they are unable to independently facilitate any learning). We also suggest that in addition to the question of relevance of a fixed number of granularity levels, that it is also important to question the implicit restriction to combining only objects of the same granularity. It is in worth considering a scenario where we may combine learning objects of differing granularities. This would mean for example allowing for a combination of a learning object in the Learnativity model with a Learning Component of that model. This could be quite useful for example in a system which allows dynamic adaptation and where a student's under performance in one lesson may result in the need to do a course (a learning component) combined with some remedial lesson (a learning object).
The CISCO RLO/RIO Model
In [BLW99] , CISCO defines a Reusable Learning Object(RLO) as a collection of 7 ± 2 RIOs (Reusable Information Objects). To make a complete learning experience or lesson from a collection of RIOs an overview, summary and assessment are added to the packet. This model is illustrated in figure 2 . In the Cisco model the RIO is a piece of information that is built around a single learning objective. Each RIO is composed of three components, content items, practice items, and assessment items. This model presents a very useful means by which a well defined process of learning and assessment can take place. The model places a 7 ± 2 limit on the number of RIOs in an RLO and the number of content items in RIOs. This is based on the instructional approach used by CISCO. For high levels of reusability and interoperability it would be useful to have more flexibility. This can be achieved by making components such as the content items in the RIOs into independent finer grained learning objects. Such fine grained learning object can be reused by other learning objects in separate contexts. While finer grained learning objects can suffer from low reuse value due to loss of context, we believe that the appropriate balance of granularity and context can be achieved when the learning object size is no smaller than necessary to cover a single specific learning objective. In other words it would be useful to have a learning object such as a content or practice item so long as it covers a single specific learning objective as is the case in the CISCO Model.
Aggregation model of the IEEE LOM
The IEEE LTSC has developed a learning object metadata (LOM) standard known as the IEEE LOM [LTS02] . In order to do this they present a definition of a learning object and make certain assertions about what a learning object is and its architecture. One such assertion is given in their description of the metadata field aggregation level. They suggest that there are four learning object aggregation levels. The granularity levels are named as levels one(1) to four(4). Level 1 represents the smallest level of granularity, level 2 represents a collection of level 1 objects, level 3 is made up of level 2 objects and level 4 the largest level of aggregation is made up of level 3 objects or can recursively contain other level 4 objects. In [BMO08] , the model is noted as having general and vague aggregation levels because for instance they do not specify or describe explicitly the meaning of the various aggregation levels (although an example is provided). Also we suggest as we did with the Learnativity model that greater flexibility and reuse oppurtunity can be achieved if aggregation is acommodated across granularity levels.
NETg Content Model
Netg (now aquired by SkillSoft) was one of the first to use the learning object concept for its courses [Wil02] . It has a hierarchy of four levels -course, unit, lesson and topic. A course contains independent units, a unit contains independent lessons and a lesson contains independent topics. A topic represents an independent learning object that contains a single objective and has a corresponding activity and assessment [L'A01, Wil02]. This model is very well structured and has in fact proven to be highly reusable within the context of the Netg environment or another similar environment [Fuh03] . On the other hand the level of flexibility is limited if we were to consider other learning environments. Firstly the model features tight coupling of components within the topic in that they are not distinct and independent of each other or the topic within which they exist. These components for example assessment and activity could easily be reusable in other contexts if the model's design were to facilitate this.
As with the CISCO model discussed earlier, each of these could easily represent a reusable learning object because each surrounds a learning objective. The Netg model would be greatly improved by providing for this level of reuse.
Shareable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM)
The SCORM content aggregation model contains assets, shareable content objects (SCOs) and content aggregations. An asset is an electronic representation of media, text, images, audio, web pages or other data that can be represented in a web client. A SCO represents a collection of one or more assets and should be independent of its learning context. A SCO can then be reused in various learning contexts. A Content Aggregation is a map (a content structure) that can be used to aggregate learning resources in a well integrated unit of education (for example course, chapter, and module) [ADL04] . This model provides better levels of flexibility by not imposing the organizational specifics on the model. In the case of SCORM the flexibility is such that it allows the user to determine the deepest level of disaggregation. SCORM allows this level of flexibility to allow for protection of content that may have copyright restrictions and reuse may be restricted. We believe that the need for such protection should not hamper the reusability of learning objects and that this protection would be best provided in an object oriented implementation through private data accessible only through the methods of the learning object itself. In this way learning objects are always developed such that its constituent components are always reusable through object methods by other objects or users with the permission to do so. SCORM is powerful in that it facilitates the provision of a very general model upon which more specific learning object design may be built. In this way the model lends itself to technical interoperability. On the other hand it does not specifically tell us what a learning object is in the model. The issue of learning object size and granularity remain quite vague in that a SCO may in one implementation cover one learning objective or concept while in another case it may cover ten and in yet another it may be a collection of images not specifically covering any learning objective. SCORM is more of a general content aggregation model and not specifically a learning object model. To improve upon it as a learning object model it would be useful to include some base definition for what is a learning object and what is not and how that fits into the content aggregation model. Di Nitto in [NMM + 06] discusses how this may be done by suggesting the introduction of an atomic learning object and a complex learning object. Our theory includes similar entities.
Abstract Learning Object Model (ALOCoM)
Verbert and Duval in [VD04] , present a learning object model which allows for generalization of some of the popular learning object models including Learnativity, SCORM and Netg. In this general model, a distinction is made between three types of entities: content fragments, content objects and learning objects. Content fragments are learning content elements in their most basic form, such as text, audio and video and they represent individual resources uncombined with any other. Content objects are sets of content fragments. They aggregate content fragments and add navigation. Content fragments are instances and content objects are abstract types. At the next level, learning objects aggregate instantiated content objects and add a learning objective. They define a topology between their components and can communicate with the outside world. Aggregations of learning objects can be made. The model does not specify the number of aggregation levels. The model is useful in that it is not overly specific therefore lending itself to better levels of reuse than some of the other models we have discussed. Notice that the model does not distinguish learning object types whether in terms of size or pedagogical significance. This is useful for the purposes of allowing application to a variety of learning environments but of course this means that the metadata model must be sophisticated enough to speak to the pedagogical description of the learning object to facilitate knowledge of its context and use. An ontology supporting this model has been developed and coined the ALOCOM Ontology [VJD + 06].
Having examined these models we are able to highlight our motivation for developing our theory of learning objects.
• We need a clear and precise definition for a learning object as well as its properties and structure. The existence of multiple interpretations of the definition in the IEEE LOM (which is the starting point for many researchers) has resulted so many different streams of research that development and progress in the field is slow. Furthermore learning objects from various developers are far from interoperable with each other. Although SCORM exists as a de facto technical standard, SCORM is so flexible and broad itself in terms of instructional design that what constitutes a learning object (conceptually and in terms of learning object models) in SCORM will vary from one user to the next which is also a challenge in many cases. SCORM could be far more beneficial if all users had some similar ideas about what a learning object is and is not. In SCORM it is possible that an image and a lesson could be comparable learning objects, despite the obvious fact that their complexities and usefulness in instructional situations are vastly different.
• An approach to granularity that allows us to identify an atomic learning object based on both content and activity is necessary. This will allow us to have two reusable learning objects on the same content but different activities. This is in contrast to the coupling seen in the CISCO and NETg models. This makes the entities called topics in the NETg model for instance decomposable into independent learning objects which assess, provide content and provide learning objective on a particular content. This is useful because each of these can be reused with other learning objects. It would then be possible to create two topics with the same objective but different content and assessment.
• The various models are important to resolve the needs of the various institutions. However we need some sort of a common ground in order to facilitate integration and interoperability. Without this we will continue to see limitations in reuse of learning objects as users very often are interested in using learning objects from various sources. A generic learning object model is therefore necessary. One that includes an atomic learning object and defines composite learning objects based on these atomic learning objects. The model should not define rules for composition in specific terms. For example it should not limit the number of atomic learning objects that can be combined to form a composite. This should be a function of the specific environment and threfore allow institutions to create IS/OS models based on the generic model.
• Finally we must shift the concept of a learning object from simply e-learning content and begin to apply its roots in object oriented technology. Object technology has inherent features which if properly utilized will positively affect reusability. the models we examined are limited by the fact that they all view learning objects basically as small pieces of e-learning content which may have various forms and which cannot 'do 'anything. According to Mohan and Daniel in [MD06] , object-oriented technology can seamlessly support the design of learning objects, and it can be used to take learning objects out of their current static form and imbue them with behaviors that allow them to be more meaningful in an instructional context.
A Theory Of Learning Objects
In this section we present a theory of learning objects based on object-orientation. This theory of learning objects is important, firstly because there is not a specific working definition of a learning object that developers and researchers have agreed on, resulting in limitations to reuse and interoperability. We therefore need some relatively stable fundamental principles and definitions in the area in order to promote consistent development in the field. A second reason why a theory of learning objects is important is that not much attention has been paid to the issue of object orientation in the search for a definition and clarity of the concept of learning objects. Object orientation is an important factor in our estimation, as it is the main basis upon which one can reasonably anticipate achieving reusability and interoperability from objectifying e-learning content. The entities often regarded as learning objects by the vast majority of models are not able to make use of the features of object orientation intended to produce reusability and interoprability such as inheritance, polymorphism and instantiation, because they are not objects in the sense of object orientation.
Many models and definitions seek to achieve high reusability by simply defining elearning content as being fine-grained. While fine granularity has proven an important issue in achieving high reusability, the notion of fine granularity must be supported by clear definitions of grain size and mechanisms to support composition, decomposition and self description among others, if reuse is to be achieved. Object orientation allows us to place these features and mechanisms into the learning object itself.
Thirdly a theory of learning objects is necessary to bring together two concepts whose significance should be evident (though it generally is not) in learning object definitions and models. These are pedagogy and object orientation.
Finally such a theory is important because it provides a basis on which the concept of learning objects can be properly fitted into the e-learning context.
A theory of learning objects must be clear and specific on what digital entities are learning objects and which ones are not, while being broad enough to facilitate different types of instructional approaches and thus learning object models. This section begins by discussing some concepts which need clarification in the context of our work. We then outline the assertions of the theory of learning objects, highlighting issues such as the definition of a learning object and its properties.
Definitions of Concepts
Our theory is dependent on certain definitions which we will present in this section. The concepts which we discuss in this section are terms that we intend to take a specific meaning in the context of our work. In order to prevent confusion we clarify them prior to their use. The concepts are as follows:
• Learning Experience Journal of Object Technology, vol. 9, no. 6, 2010
• Learning Objective
Learning Experience
The term learning experience is often used to very generally describe a sequence of events that a learner participates in to achieve one or more learning objectives.
Learning Objective
A learning objective is a statement that captures specifically what knowledge, skills and/or attitudes learners should be able to exhibit following a learning experience. Learning objectives are measureable, and are concisely expressed. More details on measuring and writing of learning objectives can be found in [Ser03] .
Learning Object Independence
Every learning object is created with a purpose. This purpose is defined by learning objectives. The learning object must have all the content or data and operations required for it to be used to meet the given purpose or learning objective. We use the term independence to refer to the learning object's ability to stand on its own in terms of the content required to meet this objective. We are not referring here to the object's ability to stand on its own technically but rather pedagogically.
It means therefore that the learning object content must be such that there are no references to other learning objects or content outside of itself, which may or may not be available in a reuse scenario. It also means that any figure, formula, table etc. being referred to, must be within the learning object, or the ability to find it or create it must be within the learning object. The point is that the learning object must be capable of delivering on the learning objective independent of the reuse context. This independence does not mean that prerequisite learning and activities are the responsibility of the learning object itself. Instead the independence relates to the accomplishment of only the relevant objective. The statement of a learning objective occurs within the context of an assumption of prerequisite knowledge, skills and/or attitudes and as such it would not be necessary to cover such prerequisites in the learning object or to refer to an object containing it.
Independence also does not mean that the technical matters such as required platform for execution are contained within the object itself. It may need specifc software or computing facility to work, and this is not related to the content for the objective to be met. Such matters relate to the technical framework which must be available for the learning object's use to be technically feasible in the first place.
E-Learning
E-Learning is the use of information and computer technologies (ICTs) to create learning experiences [Hor06] . According to [Hor06] , E-learning comes in many forms. These are only a few of the many forms of e-learning that have been observed and discussed in the literature.
• Standalone Courses
Pedagogical Activities
Pedagogical Activities are the types of educational activities that occur in traditional learning and therefore also occur in e-learning. We propose that there are four main types of pedagogical activities. These are Curricular Activities (statements of pedagogical intentions and often the methods used to achieve them), Instructional Activities (e.g. teaching, facilitating, dictating, illustrating, demonstrating etc.) and Assessment Activities (multiple choice test, oral examination, essay assignment, interviewing and observing etc.) and Research Activities. Depending on the instructional design theories being applied these could occur using various tools and in different orders.
In the context of this research we will focus only on the first three as we are specifically interested in the content created and used for learning experiences in a formal education setting. We base our ideas on the fact that in general, these three sets of learning activities are generally used, though in various orders or using various tools. These three activities together have been called the Curriculum-Instruction-Assessment triad in [Pel04] . Each of these pedagogic activities have artifacts (which we call learning components, discussed next), associated with them, and these can be detailed in terms of their parts, possible types and also possible forms.
Learning Components
A Learning Component is e-learning material created by a learning object to meet one or more specific objectives. Such material is a file and in a format such as pdf, html, mvi, mpeg, jpeg etc. A learning component is different from a learning object in that the learning component is an actual piece of e-learning material designed to result in or to be used in some pedagogic activity as a part of a learning experience. They are created through the operations of learning objects. Learning objects on the other hand are more abstract and are a collection of data and operations that are generated in some learning object development system based on content and pedagogical stipulations from facilitators or teachers. Such objects can then be used and reused to create new learning components of different forms, and in different usage contexts.
Learning Components run in (or are used in or plugged into) specific e-learning systems. We call them learning components because they are a part of a larger e-learning system. Learning Components are used directly in learning experiences by the learner using an e-learning system.
IS/OS Models
It has been pointed out in literature such as [CS01, Lib05] that it is very difficult to create a useful learning object model (and thus) learning objects that suit the needs of all types of intitutions and organizations. Rather it is often most suitable to create LOs that are apart of an overall institutional strategy. Many of these models have enough in common that a general learning object model was proposed by [VD04] . We also propose a generic model and we see the need to distiguish those models that are specific to institutional or organizational approaches, such as NETg(SkillSoft) and CISCO RLO. We call these models (Institution Specific or Organization Specific) IS/OS models.
A Theory of Learning Objects
In this section we outline the main points and features of our theory of learning objects.
Basic Learning Object Definition
A learning object is an instance of a learning object class (defined later). It consists of data such as learning content and metadata, as well as operations that are used to manipulate and retrieve the data and to create learning components. There are two basic types of learning objects. Atomic Learning Objects (ALOs) and Composite Learning Objects(CLOs).
Atomic Learning Objects (ALOs)
An atomic learning object is an instance of the atomic learning object class, which is a subclass of the learning object class. ALOs consist of data such as learning object content, metadata and a reference to a single learning objective and operations that may be used to manipulate or use the data in the ALO for the creation of a learning component. The learning component created by an atomic learning object is used for a single pedagogic activity satisfying the referenced learning objective only.
Composite Learning Objects (CLOs)
A composite learning object is an instance of the composite learning object class, which is a subclass of the learning object class. CLOs consist of data such as a list of learning objects (composite or atomic), metadata and operations that may be used to manipulate or use the data in the CLO for the creation of relatively complex learning components by recursively parsing through a hierarchy of learning objects accessible through the list of learning objects within it. The learning component created by a CLO may consist of a combination of artifacts covering multiple learning objectives based on the characteristics of the learning objects contained within the CLO's list of learning objects.
Learning Object Properties
In this section we examine the properties of learning objects according to our theory.
Independence
A learning object is independent of any other learning object. It is independently capable of doing the tasks necessary to create the expected learning component. The design of a learning object must however focus solely on that which is necessary to meet its objective. The assumption is that the learner using such an object has already met the necessary prerequisites.
Granularity
The smallest learning object has a size of 1, (ALO) and will create a learning component for a single pedagogic activity (e.g.instruction, assessment) satisfying a single learning objective. Therefore only a single specific learning objective may be referenced, by an atomic learning object. Larger learning objects (CLOs) can be created by combining these atomic learning objects to create composite learning objects. Composite learning objects may also be created by combining composite learning objects with other composite learning objects and/or atomic learning objects. The size of a composite learning object is the total number of atomic learning objects within the composite. The means of determing the size or granularity of a composite learning object is demonstrated later. The size of a learning object is important because it tells us about the level of disaggregation that can take place.
Reusability
Reusability defines the ability of the learning object to be used in a variety of contexts with little or no modifications made to it. Our theory encourages and increases learning object reusability by:
• Requiring loose coupling. This is enforced by ensuring that any learning object that can be used to facilitate a pedagogic activity surrounding a single learning objective be defined as a single independent atomic learning object, and that activities such as assessment and instruction be covered in independent learning objects. The atomic learning object is independent of its context and can be easily reused in other contexts with similar pedagogic requirements. We therefore define different categories or types of learning objects based on pedagogic activities and therefore the learning components they create. We also keep contextual information within the learning object to a minimum within the learning object. this keeps the learning objects from being tightly coupled to any usage context.
• Requiring strong cohesion. This is enforced by requiring that only one pedagogic activity surrounding one single learning objective be covered in an atomic learning object. This is closely related to the previous point and is enforced through the use of categories of learning objects. These categories are determined by pedagogic activities in a given model, although we propose that these will very frequently be as discussed earlier (curriculum, instruction, and assessment or variations of these).
• Introducing principles of object orientation. This results in the ability to utilize features of object orientation such as inheritance, encapsulation, information hiding and polymorphism which generally increase reusability. These features among others and how they improve reusability of learning objects are the subject of the work in [AM10a] .
• Providing an optimal unit of learning object size or granularity. We define granularity based on padagogic activity and learning objective. This allows developers to create learning objects that are fine grained and thus highly reusable that are still meaningful to faciliators or teachers and learners. We suggest that this is the area of optimal granularity [SM02] because it reflects the intersection between technical utility (fine-grained) and instructional utility (1 pedagogic activity surrounding 1 learning objective).
• Providing a common model upon which many IS/OS models may be built. This is particularly important because it is made possible simply by subclassing the ALO and CLO classes to reflect the charcateristics of specific IS/OS models. These models must meet certain criteria that we call reuse criteria (discussed later in this chapter). This often requires some "tweaking of the models".
Reusability of our learning objects is also facilitated through the use of a context model which can be used for defining various reuse contexts. This context model is discussed in [AM10b] .
Assemblability
A given learning object can be incorporated into new assemblies other than the one it was originally created for (In fact a learning object may not necessarily be created for a specific assembly). This is the case whether the learning object is composite or atomic. The learning object interface allows for the seamless assembly of learning objects and for them to work together to create learning components of different sizes and formats.
Contextualizability
A learning object of any size must function in a manner consistent with its current usage context. It must generate its references, labels, headings, sub-headings, templates, formats, positioning within the context of its new assembly and or IS/OS model when being reused. This contextualization does not affect the content of the learning object or the pedagogical impact or significance, rather it simply contextualizes the behaviors of the learning object.
Interoperability
Learning objects share a common interface. This results in all learning objects looking essentially the same to each other and to applications or users. This common interface is achieved through the use of inheritance, interfaces and polymorphism, all features of object oriented programmimg. This allows the learning objects to be interoperable with each other. Thus a given learning object can easily and seamlessly be replaced by another in an existing assembly. As indicated earlier, IS/OS models can be created based on the OOGLOM, the use of inheritance and adherance to the reuse criteria discussed later. Learning objects from such models will all be interoperable with each other because they all share the common learning object interface defined in OOGLOM.
Flexibility
This is the ease of changing the learning object to meet revised design requirements. An example is where the course design changes and a given component of current course is simply replaced as discussed above. At the most granular level it involves the editing of data elements in atomic learning objects to result in changes to the learning coponents which can be generated. At higher levels of granularity this can be the removal or replacement of learning objects of any size with another learning object of any size dependent on learning object specification. Flexibility can also be seen in the ease of changing the sequence or ordering of the learning objects in an assembly.
Learning Object Structure
In this section we discuss the structure of a learning object. As we have emphasized the learning object in our theory is an object based on object orientation. As such its structure can be illustrated with UML class diagrams. Figure 3 is a UML diagram which illustrates the structure of the learning object classes in our theory. We have named this Object Oriented Generic Learning Object Model (OOGLOM). The diagram illustrates the main operations of a learning object class. It can also be seen from the diagram that the learning object content is in atomic learning objects and that composite learning objects consists of a list of learning objects, which may of course be atomic ones or other composite ones. In essence a composite learning object may be represented as a tree of learning objects where the leaves are atomic learning objects which contain the actual content. Furthermore by invoking the main operation (RunLO) of a CLO it will cause the recursive invocation of all RunLO operations on all LOs included.
In the case of an ALO the RunLO method will result in the creation of a learning component based on the data and operations contained in that learning object. The learning component would perform only one pedagogic activity surrounding a single learning objective. In otherwords it could be a single examination question or assignment based on a single specific learning outcome. If RunLO were to be invoked on a CLO the learning component generated would be based on the content of all the constituent ALOs and would therefore be a large component consisting of the pedagogic activities of the various atomic learning objects included. The organization and sequencing of the various pedagogic activities in the learning component is based on the sequncing and organization of the composite learning objects.
Learning Object Composition and Decomposition
A learning object of size 1, is known as an atomic learning object. A learning object of size greater than 1 must be a combination of other learning objects and is called a composite learning object. A composite learning object therefore carries in its data section a data structure (an ordered list of children) which stores all the instances of learning objects (both composite and atomic) which are components of this composite learning object. The composite learning object may therefore be represented as a tree. The nodes of the tree are learning objects, those with children are composite learning objects and the leaves of the tree are atomic learning objects. The traversal of the content of a composite learning object is therefore a recursive parsing through to the leaves of the tree where the actual content would be located.
Formally we can state, given that: L R is the set of all learning objects in a repository R Journal of Object Technology, vol. 9, no. 6, 2010 
A Composite learning object l, is defined as follows: l = (L, l 0 ), where 1. L =< l 1 , l 2 , l 3 . . . l n > is a finite sequence of learning objects where l i ∈ L R 2. l 0 is the root of the tree representing l, and the elements of L are the branches (or children) of l 0 and they are all at the same level.
3. The size of l is given by Size(l) = n i=1 Size(l i ); if l ∈ L A , Size(l) = 1 4. The execution of l is given by l.RunLO()
Reusability Criteria of the Theory
Our theory of learning objects is grounded in the satisfaction of eight key reuse criteria, necessary for providing high reusability as well as pedagogic and technical meaningfulness. In this section we discuss these eight criteria. In Table 2 we demonstrate how well these criteria are met by the models discussed in section 3.
Criterion 1: Definition of a learning object
The definition for a learning object is critical to research and development of reusable learning objects. Without a clear stable definition, learning objects cannot be easily reusable because the question of what is a learning object will continue to elude developers. We deem the definition of a learning object to be incomplete, vague or otherwise problematic unless it:
1. States that the entity must be a digital entity, 2. Clearly distinguishes a learning object from all other entities that may be referenced in a learning experience, 3. States that at least one learning objective or outcome must be covered by the entity, 4. States that the entity must facilitate at least one identifiable pedagogical activity e.g. instruct, assess.
5.
States that the entity must be able to independently realize its activity or activities.
Our actual definition is clearly more specialized (especially by making the learning objects, object in object orientation), however these represent minimal criteria against which we can measure or examine other definitions.
Criterion 2: Definition and Measure of LO granularity
The size of a learning object is defined by the number of learning objectives and activities covered by that learning object. More precisely, the size of a learning object is given by the number of atomic learning objects within that learning object. In other words a learning object which has one single pedagogical function covering a single learning outcome has a size of 1 and is considered an atomic learning object. If the components of such a learning object were extracted they would be smaller than learning objects, perhaps information and/or media objects [Wag02] . This criterion is important because it informs aggregation and disaggregation of learning objects. Most models examined do not meet this criteria. In some cases granularity is measured by learning objective. A single learning object is determined to have a single objective, but may be responsible for multiple pedagogical activities. This is seen in the Netg and CISCO models for example which we therefore indicate in table 2 as meeting the criteria to a limited extent.
In other models such as IEEE no measure of granularity based on learning objectives or pedagogic activity can be determined. While many models do allow you to determine a granularity based on objectives such as ALOCoM or NETg, they do not speak to types of learning objects in terms of pedagogic activities. This means that reusable (and meaningful) portions of learning content may be tightly coupled into the learning object.
Criterion 3: Facilitate Different Types or Categories of LOs
The model must allow different kinds or categories of learning objects based on various pedagogical activities such as assessment and instruction. This is important to facilitate singularity of purpose for atomic learning objects, which is a fundamental component of our theory. In some models such as NETg different pedagogic activities are accomodated only as features within a learning object. This can hamper reusability of the learning object especially outside of the Netg type environment.
Criterion 4: Allow Aggregation of Different Types and Sizes of LOs
Another important criterion for reuse would be allowing any of the various types and sizes of learning objects within a model to be combined with each other. In the NETg model [L'A01], there is a requirement for lessons to be made up of topics and units to be made up of lessons and so on. There is no room in this model for a learning object made up of two topics and a lesson (which is made up of topics). Depending on the instructional approach being used this may be a useful allowance. This flexibility can be achieved using SCORM, [ADL04] or GLOM [VD04] , which do not prescribe either a specific number of aggregation levels or rules for aggregating different sized learning objects.
Criterion 5: Allow Flexibility in the Number of LOs that can be Aggregated
The learning object model should allow flexibility in the number of learning objects that can be combined to create larger learning objects. This would greatly improve the reusability by making the model more adaptable to a variety of environments. The CISCO model for example limits the number of reusable information objects that may be found in a reusable learning object. While this may be useful for the instructional model used in CISCO training it may not be appropriate for another learning environment.
Criterion 6: Loose Coupling between LOs
This criterion is a requirement that there are minimal relationships between the smaller learning objects in larger learning objects. This improves the reusability of the component learning objects by ensuring that they each have a clear specific purpose, and can be used independently in other learning object scenarios. This is easily achieved by enforcing criterion 1 (point 5) and criterion 2.
Criterion 7: Strong Cohesion within LOs
As we discussed before the smallest learning object should be one whose size is 1, which means it has one pedagogic activity covering one objective. Within this learning object all data and operations should be as closely related as possible. This improves reuse by making the entity itself generally useful in its current state in other situations. Furthermore this increases reusability by making it easier to extend or enhance learning objects. Strong cohesion and loose coupling work hand in hand to increase reusability by maximizing the degree of interaction within a learning object and minimizing the degree of interaction between learning objects.
Criterion 8: Facilitate Various Instructional Approaches
An important criterion for a learning object model to support reuse is that it should not limit the user to a specific instructional or pedagogical approach. Several of the models surveyed showed such limitations. Examples are CISCO's RLO model [BLW99] and NETg [L'A01, Fuh03]. The SCORM content aggregation model provides a high level of flexibility for this purpose but once objects have been defined and used it can be quite confusing to determine how to facilitate reuse and resequencing in other contexts [NMM + 06].
Meeting the Criteria
In summary these criteria are necessary because they ensure a high level of reusability for learning objects. Criterion 1 ensures that it is clear what entities are learning objects, removing the ambiguity that exists in the IEEE LOM definition. Criterion
Limited UA Unable to Assess 2 provides a definition of granularity, which is absolutely necessary for extracting well defined entities from a decomposition process. Criteria 3, 4 and 5 all improve the level of flexibility for learning object use across multiple instructional designs and pedagogical approaches. Criterion 6 and 7 ensure that LOs extracted from a decomposition process are well defined, independent and highly reusable by minimizing interdependencies and coupling.
Table 2, shows the eight (8) reuse criteria we have discussed and how well they are met by the six (6) of the most poular learning object models which were discussed in 3. We can see from the table that most of the models we discussed do not meet many of the reuse criteria we have examined. These criteria are significant in that they give assurance of reusability -for example criteria 6 and 7 ensure that each learning object, even at the smallest level is independently useful and as another example, criteria 4 and 5 ensure flexibility for different instructional approaches. Our criteria also explicitly defines granularity in terms of an atomic learning object by requiring the smallest learning object to cover only one learning objective.
With the exception of criterion 3, each criteria is met by at least one model indicating that these criteria have been considered by various developers. By pulling all such imporant criteria together into one theory and base model (OOGLOM) we have the oppurtunity to enhance all models by building them on top of OOGLOM. Doing this will result in them each meeting all the reuse criteria, while maintaining their own specific features and becoming interoperable with each other due to the common denominator of the OOGLOM and specifcally the ALO. The reader will note that we have not been able to assess the IEEE aggregation model under some criteria. This is due to the fact that enough information is not provided about the intended use of the learning objects in this model. This challenge has been cited in [BMO08] .
Using OOGLOM as the Basis for IS/OS Models
In this section we aim to show how the popular models in Table 2 can be implemented using OOGLOM in such a way that they retain their original characteristics as implementation or organisation specific models, refered to as IS/OS models [AM09] , but due to the object oriented approach, their learning objects can easily be integrated into other learning objects based on different models. We therefore illustrate that the learning objects from any of these models are seamlessly interchangeable and thus OOGLOM presents a means of unification among models. In addition OOGLOM increases reusability by using object orientation and by enforcing the eight reusability criteria discussed above.
The UML model of OOGLOM shown in Figure 3 , illustrates some of the most important features of the learning object class. A few points are worth highlighting. Firstly the OOGLOM is designed to facilitate the design and/or implementation of IS/OS models. Whilst many models discussed in the previous section have several drawbacks identified in section 3 they are generally satifactory for their own repositories and specific applications. The benefit of OOGLOM is to make the learning objects from these models more easily useful in a broader sense by making them reusable in other repositories and other organizations.
OOGLOM is ideal in that it resolves the challenges and limitations to LO reuse by meeting the criteria discussed in the previous section, while still allowing the implementation of IS/OS models by providing an atomic learning object class whose specific characteristics can be determined through inheritance and polymorphism. The OOGLOM also provides a composite learning object class which will allow easy aggregation of learning objects (both atomic and composite) in accordance with the rules of the IS/OS model being implemented. In Figure 4 we illustrate OOGLOM as a base layer upon which any IS/OS models may be developed. It is important to note that we see OOGLOM as a base upon which the various learning object classes can be specified through inheritance by extending the learning object classes in OOGLOM (which are actually abstract). Furthermore an organisation's repository would be populated by creating instances of these classes. 
UML Models of Popular IS/OS Models
To illustrate the usefulness of our OOGLOM as a means of providing interoperability of learning object models we have provided a UML model of some of the models studied illustrating how they can be implemented as IS/OS models using OOGLOM's ALOs and CLOs through inheritance. Repositorie(s) for a given organization may be populated through instantiation of the new classes created through inheritance. In some cases the reader will notice that the OOGLOM actually improves on the reusability original model by providing looser coupling as in CISCO and NETg where the components of the learning object are themselves broken into separate independent atomic learning objects. This is necessary to meet the criteria discussed in section 6.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have reviewed several popular learning object models highlighting areas of strength as well as areas where reusability of the learning object could be improved. We have also introduced a theory of learning objects which if utilized increases flexibility, reusability and interoperability of learning objects belonging to various models. We have been able to show using UML modelling that these popular models may be built upon OOGLOM, our object oriented generic LO model. The learning objects from these models can then be easily seen as subsets of the set of learning objects from OOGLOM. Future work involves:
• The implementation of Learning Object Development and Deployment System which will facilitate testing of our theory. This includes the design of and implementation of a repository.
• Development of an IEEE LOM Profile suitable for our application.
• The investigation of the application of component based software design principles to learning object development and assembly.
